Participate in the first

**Photo contest**

“Reef monitors”

**SUBMISSIONS CLOSE 30TH JULY, 2018**

**Topic**

Reefs, vast underwater landscapes, small details of nature, actions in favor of the marine environment or reefs throughout time.

Guidelines of the contest:
www.amigosdesiankaan.org/blog-1/concurso-de-fotografía-monitores-del-arrecife

**Prize**

Drone DJI Mavic Pro and Scuba dive* in Cancún.

*Including a class if the winner is not certified.

**Our jury**

Humberto Bahena
Luis Javier Sandoval
Pepe Soho

@AmigosSianKaan /amigos.siankaan AmigosDeSianKaan AmigosdeSianKaan